Collaborative learning of quantum measurement with on-line software and Google Docs
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Abstract
The probabilistic nature of quantum measurement through collapse of the wave function is demonstrated clearly in the “Quantum Tunneling and Wave Packets” program which is available at http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/quantum-tunneling. By making repeated “Quantum Measurements” using a button in the program, students can see that the wave function collapses at different locations. A difficulty arises because repeating the measurement many times by an individual student is somewhat tedious. We have addressed this problem by having each student in a class enter their measurement in a Google spreadsheet. The data are then collected into histograms which show the collective results to the virtual experiment.
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I. INTRODUCTION
We have been teaching quantum mechanics for many years to students who were not studying physics [1, 2, 3]. To teach students some level of understanding of this complex topic we have frequently used inactive computer visualizations which enable students to visualize wave functions in a variety of situations and to make changes that affect these wave functions by changing variables. This type of instruction in the basics of quantum physics has been effective for a variety of audiences.

While we have had some success in teaching the probabilistic nature of quantum physics, the probabilities involved in quantum measurement have always been somewhat difficult for students to master. When students learn about a wave function collapsing when we make a measurement, they seem to see why this collapse is a reasonable model for the measurement process. However, they seldom immediately grasp the idea that each measurement may result in a collapse to a different location.

II. THE STUDENTS
Each year our Department teaches a course in contemporary physics for students who are not studying physics. The course is open to all undergraduate students except physics students. The students must have completed at least one previous course in physics, but we have no other requirements on their background.

In a typical offering of Contemporary Physics the students will be studying a wide variety of disciplines. We usually have students from the humanities, social sciences, engineering, journalism and some students who plan to teach some science in secondary schools. With the spectrum of students we need to provide interactive and concrete activities to help them learn.

III. THE VISUALIZATION
For an activity on collapsing wave functions and quantum measurement we chose to use the “Quantum Tunneling and
Wave Packet” program developed by the PhET project [4]. As the name of the program and the screen capture in Fig. 1 indicate it was designed to provide interactive instruction with many quantum phenomena in addition to the wave function collapse. We use many of these other features in aspects of our teaching. However, in this paper we will focus on use of the button in the lower left of the screen – “Make a Quantum Measurement”.

In a straightforward mode of using the program, the student can set the potential and total energies of the particle. Then, the student clicks the play arrow at the bottom and watches the wave function evolve in time. Fig. 2 shows a screen when the wave packet in Fig. 1 is allowed to evolve for “13 fs”.

If the student now makes a measurement, the wave function will collapse and a screen such as Fig. 3 will be shown.

However, the screen shown in Fig. 4 is also possible because the program demonstrates that wave function can be localized in each of the locations at which the wave function’s amplitude is non-zero.

Each time that the students make a measurement they can obtain a different position for the collapse of the wave function. The location of the wave function collapse will also depend on the initial conditions such as the width of the wave function at \( t = 0 \).
IV. GOALS OF THE ACTIVITY

This activity preceded any discussion of the reasons for the different locations or how the locations of the measurements might depend on the initial width of the wave packet. Thus it was an exploration to prepare students for learning about these issues.

We wanted the students to take sufficient measurements to see that

- The location of the collapse was probabilistic and depended on the shape of the wave packet at the time of measurement, and
- The initial width of the wave function had an effect on the measurements.

In an ideal world we could ask each student to run the program many times and record the location of the collapsed wave packet. Then have him/her change the initial wave packet and run the program many times again. Unfortunately, our students (and we) are not patient enough to complete this effort.

V. COLLABORATIVE APPROACH

To avoid long, tedious work for our students and us we created a collaborative effort in which each student completed a few measurements. Then, we combined the results by having the students enter their results into a Google docs spreadsheet.

The assignment as it was presented to the students was:

This problem will collect data similar to those that we did in class. Use the Quantum Tunneling and Wave Packets program at http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/quantum-tunneling and the Google spreadsheet at https://spreadsheets.google.com/ccc?key=0ArfXfOGiWloxdFpiRktYOG92Smxmb0JtVmFFM210a1E&hl=en&authkey=CMv8y50G#gid=0.

To use the program set up the initial conditions as stated below and in the spreadsheet. Then, start the animation. Stop it just before each of the times listed in the spreadsheet; then step forward to the correct time and make a quantum measurement. Record the measurement in the spreadsheet in the section labeled by your initials. Then, click the play arrow and let the wave packet go to the next time that is listed. Repeat the process for all times listed. Please use only the section on the spreadsheet with your initials.

A. Use a step potential energy that changes at 0nm; left side height = 0; right side height = 1.0eV. For the wave packet: Initial position = -6.0nm; initial widths = 0.1nm; 2.0nm and 3.5nm.

B. Double barrier potential that is inside the barrier’s potential energy = 0; left and right of the barrier = -0.5eV; height of both barriers = 1.0eV; location of barriers-3nm to -2nm and +2nm to +3nm. For the wave packet: Initial position = 0; initial widths = 0.1nm; 2.0nm and 3.5nm.

After the students completed and recorded their data, they were plotted on histograms. Results for the step potential and initial width of the wave packet set to 0.1nm are shown for elapsed times of 5, 15 and 25fs in Figs. 5.

FIGURE 5. The distribution of results of multiple measurements using the same initial conditions for the elapsed times indicated in the graphs. Note that the scale on the 5fs graph is different from the other two.

These histograms and others were used in class to lead off a discussion of the probabilistic effects in measurement as well as the reasons that the initial width of the wave function was important and its relation to the Uncertainty Principle.

Results for Activity B were used as another example of similar results. In addition, it was the beginnings of a discussion about the probabilistic nature of alpha radioactivity and how quantum tunneling helps explain that effect.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

These out-of-class collaborative activities seem to provide a good starting point for a discussion on various quantum effects related to the propagation of wave packets. By making them collaborative we were able to collect enough data to use the effects without requiring the students to complete a large amount of tedious work. Thus, they kept a
positive attitude toward the overall learning experience.

We developed this activity and used it for the first time during the past semester. Thus, we have not yet been able to complete a careful assessment of its value as a learning tool. We hope to do that in some future class.
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